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We present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of a system of N
(N= 100-500) infinitely thin hard rods of length L (' hard needles '). An
algorithm is described which is reasonably fast and yet is guaranteed not to
overlook any collision. Under the assumption that successive binary collisions
are uncorrelated (the ' Enskog ' assumption), we derive expressions for the
time correlation functions of linear and angular momentum and rotational
energy. We also obtain an exact expression for the collision frequency in a
hard needle fluid. The MD results indicate that the Enskog approach works
welI at reduced densities below O*= 8. At higher densities (8 < p* < 48) large
deviations from the Enskog predictions are observed. However, at these
densities the MD data conform to scaling predictions of the kind first put
forward by Doi and Edwards. In particular, we find that the rotational
diffusion constant DR scales as p*-2. One of the surprising consequences of
the scaling arguments is that the longitudinal self-diffusion coefficient is
predicted to diverge as p*-+oo. Such behaviour is indeed observed.
Preliminary results on the dynamic orientational correlation factor of the hard
needle fluid are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
M u c h of our current understanding of dense fluids derives from computer
simulations on model systems. Often such calculations provide the only
unambiguous test of theoretical predictions concerning the structure and
dynamics of dense systems on a microscopic scale. Among the systems studied,
the hard sphere fluid (hard disc fluid in 2-D) has played a special r61e. T h e
reason is twofold : computer simulations of the hard sphere fluid could be used
to test existing theories of the liquid state, such as the Percus-Yevick equation
(equilibrium properties) and the Enskog expressions for transport properties.
Such tests, and the discrepancies which they revealed (e.g. Alder and
Wainwright's test of the Enskog theory [1]) form the starting point for many of
the m o d e r n theories of dense fluids. A second reason why the study of the hard
sphere fluid has been of special significance is that, once its properties were
known, it could serve as a reference system for fluids with continuous intermolecular potentials. This approach has resulted in very successful perturbation
theories for dense fluids [2, 3].
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In view of the important r61e that the hard sphere system has played, it is
somewhat surprising that virtually no work has been reported on other ' o n e
parameter ' hard core systems. We use the term ' one parameter system ' to
refer to a model system in which the thermodynamic properties depend on a
single parameter. For one-parameter hard core systems, the relevant variable is
the reduced density p* =-(N/V)e ~, where N / V is the number density and a is a
length characteristic of the size of the particle. In three dimensions there are
three such one parameter hard core systems: (1) Hard spheres (diameter a),
(2) hard platelets (infinitely thin disks with diameter ~) and (3) hard ' l i n e s '
(infinitely thin needles with length L = a ) . In two dimensions there are two
one-parameter hard core systems, viz. hard discs and 2-D hard lines. All of
these hard core systems are interesting in their own right : hard spheres (2-D
hard discs) serve as a reference system for 3-D (2-D) simple fluids. A system
consisting of 3-D hard platelets is a prototype of a (nematic) liquid-crystalforming fluid [4, 5]. Two dimensional hard lines will form a 2-D liquid crystal
at sufficiently high densities [6]. The last of the hard core systems, the 3-D hard
lines fluid, appears at first sight to be quite uninteresting because this system has
zero excluded volume. As a consequence, the configurational part of the
partition function of N hard lines in volume V is of the form :
QN(V) = (4~rV)N/(2NN!).

(1)

Hence all static properties o[ the hard line system are those of an ideal gas. This
implies that : (a) this system has no phase transitions, and (b) there are no static
correlations, i.e. the pair distribution function is of the form g(r12, ~1, ~ 2 ) =
(4rr) -2, where r12 is the distance of molecules 1 and 2, and ~'~1 and gt 2 their
respective orientations. In contrast, all transport properties of this system are
strongly density dependent, and this density dependence is non-trivial. It is for
this reason that the hard line fluid is ideally suited to test theories of transport
phenomena in fluids consisting of highly anisometric molecules. In fact, our
interest in the hard line system derives from an experimental study of the
rotational dynamics of long rigid viruses in semidilute solution [7-9]. The aim
of this experimental study was to test predictions made by Doi and Edwards
[10, 11 ] concerning the density dependence and molecular length dependence of
rotational diffusion of rigid linear macromolecules in solution. These predictions, which were based on a scaling approach (see also § 3, below), were
corroborated, on most counts, by the light scattering and electric birefringence
experiments [7-9]. It was, however, not clear whether the remaining discrepancies between theory and experiment were due to deficiencies in the Doi
and Edwards model, or to the fact that real viruses are neither infinitely thin, nor
completely rigid. This motivated us to attempt numerical simulation of a simple
model system in which scaling behaviour could, presumably, be observed. We
were thus led to study the molecular dynamics of a fluid consisting of infinitely
thin smooth hard needles. However two points should be stressed. First, the
hard line fluid is not really a model for a solution of rigid linear macromolecules
because the dynamics in the former system is newtonian rather than brownian,
and this has implications for the scaling predictions (see § 3). Secondly, we do
not limit our study of the transport properties of the hard line fluid to the scaling
regime. In fact, because of its simple structural properties, it is an ideal system
to test kinetic theories for transport in molecular fluids.
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In a previous publication [12] we reported preliminary results of a molecular
dynamics ( M D ) study of a system of hard needles over a range of densities. In
what follows we will use the terms ' hard needles ' and ' hard lines ' interchangeably. Neither term is fully satisfactory ; ' hard needles ' incorrectly suggests a
finite thickness, whereas the term ' hard lines ' does not convey the information
that the length of the particles under consideration is, in fact, finite. The present
paper contains a more detailed, and more up to date, account of our study of the
dynamical properties of the hard line fluid. The aim of this paper is threefold :
(1) To discuss the computational method used in the simulation, (2) to derive
expressions for a number of transport properties of the hard needle system,
using two quite different theoretical approaches, viz. kinetic theory and the,
appropriately modified, scaling method of Doi and Edwards, and (3) to compare
the numerical results with the theoretical predictions. The three topics mentioned above will be dealt with in separate, and largely independent, sections.
Readers who are not interested in the computational method or the theoretical
background can skip the relevant sections.
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

2.1. General aspects
To our knowledge, there has been relatively little work done on the dynamics
of anisometric molecules with impulsive interactions. The dynamics of 256
hard spherocylinders has been studied by Rebertus and Sando [13]. The
algorithm used by these authors was rather time consuming, particularly at high
densities, and hence the simulations were limited to two thermodynamic state
points. Moreover, the computational method used in [13] will overlook a small
but finite number of collisions. Bellemans and co-workers [14] have reported the
simulation of a two dimensional system consisting of 32 dimers of hard discs.
The study was limited to one thermodynamic state, and few details are given.
Computational techniques to simulate the dynamics of non-spherical molecules
undergoing (among other forces) impulsive interactions have been proposed in a
paper by Stratt, Holmgren and Chandler [15] and, more recently, in a paper by
McNeil and Madden [16]. The former article indicates how to deal with
holonomic constraints in the presence of impulsive forces. Both the work of
Rebertus and Sando and the work of Stratt et al. rely on the fact that hard core
overlaps can be detected a posteriori and yet be dealt with satisfactorily. This
approach is developed and systematically tested in the paper by McNeil and
Madden. The fact that so few computational results on the dynamics of
anisometric hard core systems have been published, suggests that the computational methods that have been developed to simulate hard sphere systems cannot
be readily generalized to handle non-spherical particles. The problem is that
whereas for hard spheres it is computationally easy to decide if and when two
particles are going to collide, for non-spherical molecules such a criterion,
although not necessarily hard to formulate, may be time consuming to test.
The strategy advocated in [13, 15, 16] is based on the fact that it is often easier to
detect if two particles are in fact overlapping, and then work back to the instant
of the impulsive collision. This approach does not work for the hard line fluid
because, as the particles are infinitely thin, they never overlap, even if they have
just collided. So for this particular case there is really no way around an
R2
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a p r i o r i search for the time of the next collision. However, as it will turn out,
this direct method is not necessarily prohibitively time consuming and it is
therefore conceivable that the methods employed in the present work could, in
some cases, compete with techniques based on a posteriori overlap detection.
The present method is certainly to be preferred in situations where it is essential
that no collisions are overlooked.
!
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Figure 1. Left : Geometrical construction to determine if and w h e n 2 hard spheres i and j
with relative distance rij and relative velocity v/j are going to collide. T h e condition
3 2 > 0 (2 b) is equivalent to x 2 > 0 (see drawing) because 4 8 2 = x 2vii ~. R i g h t :
Schematic drawing of two hard needles i and j at distance rij. T h e molecular
orientations ut<~) are perpendicular to the angular velocities to~,<j). A collision can
only occur if u~, uj and rij are all in one plane (4).

To illustrate the complications that arise in searching for the next collision
of two non-spherical molecules, we will compare the test that is needed to determine whether two hard needles of length L are about to collide, with the corresponding test for hard spheres. T w o hard spheres i and j of diameter ~, with
relative velocity v i j = v ~ - v j and interatomic distance r i j ( t ) = r i ( t ) - r j ( t
) will
collide if the following conditions are satisfied [17, 18] (see figure 1) :
r~(t),

v~j < 0,

(2 a)

$2 = v~j2(~2 _ r~2(t)) + (rij.(t) . v~j)~ > 0.

(2 b)

If 83> 0, then the time of the next collision between i and j (disregarding all
other particles, for the moment) is given by
to = t - (rij(t) . vii + $)/vlj 2.

(2 c)

Clearly, knowledge of r~j and v~j at time t is all that is needed to evaluate 3, and
hence t~. Let us now consider the case of two hard needles i and j of length L,
with relative velocity v~j, angular velocities o~ and ~o~, orientation unit vectors
ui(t ) and us(t), and centre of mass distance rij(t ) (figure 1). The criterion that
must be satisfied at the time of a collision is
rij(to) + aui(te)

with :

I=[<L/2

and

-/3uj(t~)

=0

I~l<L/2.

(3 a)
(3b)
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These conditions can be rewritten in the following form :
f(to) - u~(tc) ^ uj(te) . rij(t~) = 0,

(4)

a = - (rij(tc) . ui(tc) - (r~(t~) . uj(tc))(ui(tc) . uj(t~)))/(1 - (ui(tc) . uj(to))2),~
[

/3=-(rij(to)

uj(t~)-(rij(te)

ui(t~))(ui(tc)

uj(t~)))/(1-(u~(t~)

(S)

uj(t~))~)~

and
[~[ < L/2,

1/31<L/2.

(6)

In general, there will be many values of t~ for which (4) is satisfied. The desired
collision time is the smallest value of t e ( > t) for which the subsidiary conditions
(6) are fulfilled. In contrast to the hard sphere case, the roots of (4) can only
be determined numerically. Accepting this fact, we will have to look for an
algorithm that solves (4) by brute force, yet at the same time, is written in such
a way that the number of times that (4) has to be solved is minimal. It is
perhaps worth pointing out that the method advocated in [13, 15, 16] is certainly
optimal in this sense : one only starts solving the equivalent of (4) ' when it is
too late '. As explained above, we cannot employ this method. Below, we
describe an algorithm to solve (4) a priori. We have found this algorithm to be
quite efficient, but we do not claim that it is unique or optimal ; there is probably
room for substantial improvement.
T h e root-searching routine consists of two parts : in the first part a number
of simple tests are carried out to put upper and lower bounds on the time of the
next collision of particles i and j. Most collision candidates will be rejected by
these tests. If, however, there remains a finite interval tlow < t < tllv in which
one or more collisions could occur, then the second part of the routine will
systematically search for the smallest root of (4) that satisfies the subsidiary
conditions (6). This part may be time consuming because there may be several
acceptable roots in the interval {t~ow, tup } and it is crucial to locate the lowest such
root. In the next two sub-sections we describe the procedure to find the next
collision (if any) of particles i and j. After that, we indicate how the rootsearching routine fits into the main program. Finally we discuss the collision
dynamics of two hard needles.
2.2. Upper and lower bounds on tc
Suppose that we wish to find the first collision of a particle i with any particle

j # i , given all particle coordinates and momenta (both linear and angular) at
time t = t o. Clearly, our initial, and most conservative estimate of tlow is:
tlow = t o. We can also put an initial upper bound on to. This upper bound
derives from the fact that we employ periodic boundary conditions, and that we
wish to find the first collision of i with the nearest image of j. As both i and j
move, the nearest image of j may change with time. To give a specific example,
suppose that particles i and j are initially separated by r~=(xlj, 0, 0), with
Ix~jl < D/2 (D stands for the diameter of the periodic box which, for convenience,
we have chosen to be cubic). T h e distance x'~j=D-]xij[ >D/2. As particles
i and j move apart, Ix'ijl will decrease ; first it will become smaller than D/2
and eventually: Ix'~j(t)l <L. From that moment on a collision between i and
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what used to be the next nearest image of j may take place. For this to happen,
the relative distance of i and j must have changed by at least D / 2 - L .
Hence
either i or j (or both) must have moved over a distance greater than ( D / 2 - L ) / 2
in the + or - x-direction. The time this takes (e.g. for particle i) is given by
t ix -- ( D / 2 - L ) / ( 2 1 % li).

In the general case, similar expressions for ti u and ti" will result.

(7)
We define a

t i m e ti max by

timax = Min (t~ x, t~v, t~).

(8)

Clearly, after a time ti ma:' (t; m~-') the information on possible collision partners
of i (j) will have to be updated anyway. Therefore we initially set the upper
limit of the interval within which we search for collisions of particle i equal to
t,p = t o + tt max.

(9)

If, as sometimes happens, particle i survives during this interval without suffering
collisions, we initiate a new search for collision partners of particle i at time tuv.
As the same procedure is followed for particle j, there is no chance that we will
overlook collisions of i with any periodic image of j.
Having fixed the initial upper and lower limits of the interval in which we are
to search for collisions, we will now attempt to narrow these bounds. If we had
already located the time of collision of particle i with another particle k, then this
time (tc(k)) can serve as an improved upper limit : tuv = te(k ). In this way we
guarantee that we only search for the very first collision of i. Next we perform
three tests that are related to the simple fact that, in order to have a collision,
needles i and j must be close enough to touch. T h e first criterion simply states
that, in order to touch, two needles i and j should be within a distance L from
one another :
(r,:~(to) + vijAt) 2 < L 2.
(10)
This expression, which is identical to the hard sphere criterion (2 b), puts an
upper and lower bound on A t = t e - t o :
At = ( - r~j(t0) . vi~.+ ((L ~- r i~2(to))Vi~ ~ + (r~j(t0). v~j)2)l/2)/vi~2.

(11 )

If this new upper (lower) bound is smaller (larger) than the original one, the
latter is replaced by the former. If there is no At for which (10) is satisfied,
particle j is rejected as a possible collision partner of i. It is worth noting that
this does not exclude the possibility that i will later collide with another periodic
image of j. T h e following two tests state that, in order for particles i and j to
collide the disc swept out by needle i as it rotates in a plane perpendicular to its
(fixed) angular m o m e n t u m li must intersect the plane in which j rotates, and
vice versa.
This leads to the conditions (see figure 2)
(L/2)z( 1 - (Ji. J3')2) > (rib(t) • i i)"

(12 a)

(L/2)2( 1 - ( L : . jj)2) > (rij(t). j.)~,

(12 b)

and
where Ji (Jj) is a unit vector in the direction of ]~ (]j). Both (12 a) and (12 b)
may lead to improved upper (lower) bounds on the collision interval. If either
(12 a) or (12 b) is never satisfied, particle j cannot collide with i within the
previously specified interval. The bounds on the interval to be searched that
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L ( 1 - ( i ~ • Jj)~)~/2)/(% . J~).
A t = ( - (rii(to) . Ji) ± ~

(13)

follow from (12 a) are

A similar expression follows from (12 b). If the above tests have failed to
exclude collisions between particles i and j, we proceed to search for roots of (4)
in the interval {tlow, tup}.

f

a

f

/

Figure 2. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a collision between two lines of
length L is that a disc of diameter L perpendicular to the angular momentum of
molecule i intersects a corresponding disc through molecule j. The right hand
figure is obtained by projecting the left hand drawing onto a plane parallel to both
J~ and Jj. The condition in (12 a) is equivalent to the condition L / 2 > b . Note
that ' a ' in the figure equals ]tit . jt [.

2.3. S e a r c h [or collisions
Finding acceptable roots of (4) is not particularly difficult. It is, however,
less than trivial to make sure that no collisions are overlooke& T o eliminate the
possibility that acceptable roots are missed, we follow a root-searching procedure
which, once a root of (4) has been located, continues to search for earlier roots
(if any). As this search proceeds, the u p p e r and lower bounds on the interval in
which such earlier collisions might take place are continuously improved until
either a root is found, or the lower b o u n d becomes larger than the upper bound.
In the latter case, the possibility of any earlier roots has been positively eliminated. In deriving such improved u p p e r and lower bounds, we make use of the
fact that, once we know the coordinates and (angular) momenta of the potential
collision partners at a given time t, we can compute a lower bound on the size of
the interval around time t during which collisions between i and j are rigorously
excluded. T o this end, we first evaluate upper bounds to the absolute values of
the first and second derivatives of the function fij(t) = ui(t) A uj(t), r~j(t) (cf. (4)).
T h e first time derivative of fij(t) is given by

= ("dt).

,,j(t))+ (uj(t).
-

(Atoij. rij(t))(ui(t ) . uj(t)) + u d t ) ^ u j ( t ) , v,j,

(14)
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where AtoCj.= to i - toj.
of flij(t) is given by

Similarly, the expression for the second time derivative

jc~j(t) =2{(udt ) . v,~.)(A~oij, uj(t))+ (uj(t). v~j)(Atoij, udt))
- ( u d t ) . uj(t))(Atoij, v~j)}--(Atoij, rij(t))(Atoij, udt ) ^ uj(t))

+ (ui(t) . rij(t))(uj(t ) . to i ^ toj) + (uj(t). ri~(t))(ui(t ) . to i ^ toj)
+ ( A t o i j . udt))(rij(t ) . toj ^ ui(t))+(Atoij, uj(t))(rij(t ) . to i ^ ui(t)).

(15)

An upper bound t o f q ( t ) (14) can be found by noting that (14) is of the form

fi~(t) = rij(t ) . M ( t ) . Atoij + udt ) ^ uj(t), vii ,

(16)

where the matrix M is given by
M = uiu j + uju i - (u~. uj)I.

(17)

In the above equation, I stands for the unit matrix. It is easy to show that the
eigenvalues of M are : + 1, - 1 and - (u i . u~). Hence no eigenvalue of M has
an absolute value larger than 1. It then follows that :

If~J(t)l-< 1%'(01- IA°'~'I + Iv,jl.

(18)

If we denote the maximum value of ]r~j(t)l in the interval {t~o,, tuv } by r~fl', we
obtain the following absolute upper bound on f~j(t) in the interval {tiow, tup} :

If,~.(t)l ,<f~j~-r~;". I~o~l + Iv,;I.

(19)

Similarly, it can be shown that the absolute value of fij(t) in the interval
{tlow, t~p} must be smaller than f ~ , given b y :

fi# =

[A,o~l. (21v,~.I +%m(ltoi I + Itojl)}.

(20)

Equations (14) and (15) are the central equations in our root-searching procedure,
while (20) will be used to obtain improved bounds on the interval within which
collisions may occur. As we shall now proceed to show, the procedure that we
employ is guaranteed to locate the earliest acceptable root in the interval
{tlow, tup}.
Consider a situation where [ij(t) behaves as shown in figure 3. We assume
that [~j(t) has three roots in the interval {t~ow, t,p}, two of which, say t 1 and t3,
satisfy condition 6 ; the desired root, in this case would, of course, be tx. We
start by computing f~3',fi~ andfo' at t = t l o w. Using the values thus obtained, we
arrive at a first estimate of the root by solving for the smallest positive root (if any)
of the quadratic equation
[ij +fij At + ½J~jAt2 = 0.
(21)
At the same time we improve our estimate of the lower bound, tlow, by solving
for the smallest positive root of :
[ij +f~jAt' + ½fij ~ At'~= 0

(22)

(see the dashed parabola in Figure 3). The + ( - ) sign in (22) applies when [~.
is negative (positive). In case (21) has no positive roots, we restart the procedure
from the new t~ow :
t~ownew =/low °lcl + At'.
(23)
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Figure 3. Typical example of the time dependence of the function f,~(t) defined above (14).
In this drawing the functions f~j(t) has 3 roots in the interval {tlow, tup}. An
improved estimate of tlow, tlownew is obtained from (22). A first estimate of the
desired root is found by solving (21) (dash-dot parabola) yielding x(0). An improved
estimate x(1) (not shown) is obtained by solving (21) at x(°), and so on.

In what follows tlo w always refers to the most recent value of tlownew. If the
root, estimated from (21) is larger than tu~ we restart our search from tup (thereby
obtaining an improved estimate of tup from the smallest (in absolute sense)
negative root of (22), evaluated at tuv ). Suppose, however, that our initial
estimate of the root is at x C°)(see figure 3). The root-searching routine will now
iterate and find successive estimates x (1), x (2), etc., which will rapidly converge
to t 3. Having found this root, the routine tests the subsidiary conditions (6),
and concludes that t a is indeed an acceptable root. But, of course, there can
still be additional roots in the interval {tlow, t3}. Actually, we can narrow this
interval down somewhat by observing that there can be no roots between t 3 and
t3-2]f~j(t3)l/f~jm-~t'uv.
So next we have to search for roots in the interval
{ttow, t'av}, following the procedure described above. Suppose that we have the
bad luck to find root t 2 first (in practice this is extremely unlikely, as the search
always restarts from tlow). This root will be rejected because it does not satisfy
the subsidiary conditions (6). T h e search for earlier roots therefore continues
(to be more precise, it would have continued anyway, as long as there is a finite
open interval between the current root and tlo w left). We now have to search for
roots in the interval {tlow, t"up}, where t"up=t2-zlf~j(t2)l/fij m. During this
search the root t 1 will be found. It is clear that this procedure will work,
irrespective of the number of roots in the interval {tlow, tup }. Let us finally
consider the possible situation that t 1 is not an acceptable root ; in that case t3
would be the desired root. Of course, we had already located this root previously
and so it would seem obvious that information about this root has been stored and
can now be retrieved. Actually, this kind of bookkeeping greatly complicates
the program, and we found it preferable to simply restart the root-searching
procedure in the new interval tlow, trip, where the new value of tlow is given by
tlo,v=ta+21f~j(tl)l/fij ~. Inefficient though this approach may seem, it does
not cost much additional time (because the scenario described above is not very
common), yet it greatly simplifies the structure of the root-searching routine.
A very schematic representation of this structure is shown in figure 4. It might
seem that a considerable simplification of the program could be achieved by
using the normal linear Newton-Raphson root-searching method, rather than the
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quadratic one described above. We have tested the linear method and found it
unsatisfactory because, apart from being somewhat slower than the quadratic
method, it Sometimes ran into problems of poor convergence.

I Givecoordinatesand
momenta of pair I, J
I Computeboundson
collision time:
tlow, tup

yes
searchfor root
in~tlow,tup]

!

,

no

~

l

searchfor
earlier roots

I

I
>

[

yes ~

no~."
update
tup,tlow

next collision ~
of pair I,J found I

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the central part of the root-searching routine
described in the text.
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Finally, in this section on the root-searching procedure, we should mention a
special kind of collision that can occur in the system under consideration or, for
that matter, in any fluid of anisometric molecules, but not in a hard sphere fluid.
If, in a hard sphere fluid two particles i and j collide, then either i or j or both
must collide with at least one other particle before i and j can recollide. This is
no longer true for hard needles ; here the possibility exists that i and j recollide
without any intervening collisions with a third particle. In order to find the
next collision of i and j we have to search for the first (acceptable) root of (4).
But in this particular case all our previous estimates of tlow will yield tlow= to,
with f~(t0) -- 0. Clearly, there is a risk that our root-searching routine will
immediately find an apparently acceptable root at t = t o. To eliminate this
possibility, we compute l~j(to+~) and fzjm(to+¢), where t0+¢ denotes a time
immediately after the most recent collision of particles i and j. No recollision
of i and j is possible before a time tlo W= t o + 21fij(t o + E)[/f~/n(to + ~). Using this
value of tjow, the search for collisions between particles i and j proceeds as
before.
2.4. Equilibration and collision dynamics
From the discussion above it is obvious that the procedure to find the time of
the next collision between two hard lines is quite different from the corresponding
part of the usual hard sphere M D programme. For the rest, however, the hard
line and hard sphere programmes are in essence the same. Excellent reviews on
the practical aspects of SAD simulation of hard sphere fluids exist, to which we
refer the reader for details [18]. Here we shall discuss only those sections of the
hard line M D programme that are different from the corresponding part of a
hard sphere programme. Clearly, the routine that handles the dynamics of a
collision between two hard needles belongs to this category. T h e special properties of the hard needle fluid are also exploited in the routine that generates fully
equilibrated initial configurations for the MD runs. Both routines are
discussed below.
In the usual M D simulation the generation of a sufficiently equilibrated
initial configuration may be rather time consuming. Often as much as 10-20
per cent of the total computing time is spent on equilibration runs. Fortunately,
the hard line fluid can be prepared directly in a fully equilibrated configuration,
because the static properties of the hard line fluid are those of an ideal gas (see (1)).
It therefore suffices to distribute the centres of mass of the needles randomly over
the periodic box, while the molecular orientation vectors are distributed isotropically over the surface of a sphere. At the same time, the molecular
velocities, and angular velocities, are chosen at random from the appropriate
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. T h e configuration thus generated has all
the properties of a fully equilibrated hard line fluid.
The dynamics of a collision between two hard needles depends on the
coordinates and (angular) momenta of the colliding particles. During the
collision energy, angular m o m e n t u m and linear m o m e n t u m must be conserved.
We assume that during the collision an impulsive force, perpendicular to both
needles, acts at the point of contact (N.B. for ' rough ' hard lines the impulsive
force need not be perpendicular to the needles). In the present work we have
assumed that mass is distributed uniformly over the length of the needles ; this
implies that the moment of inertia of a needle is given b y : I=mLZ/12. Of
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course, these assumptions are in no way essential to the working of the programme ; the modifications required to simulate the dynamics of rough needles
with non-uniform mass distribution are trivial.
Let us consider two particles i and j with initial linear and angular momenta
Pi, Pj and J~, Jj. At the time of collision, particles i and j touch at a point r o.
According to (3), r 0 is given by
r o = r~ + ~u~ = rj +/3uj.
It is convenient to choose a coordinate system with its origin at %.
frame
r i =

-- all i

ri =

-- ~U i.)

and

~

(24)
In this

(24 a)

After the collision, both particles have new linear and angular momenta
P'~, P's, J'i and J'j. Conservation of linear m o m e n t u m implies
O'~ = p~ + A P ,

(
p'j = pj - AP, J

(2S)

where AP is the, as yet undetermined, impulsive m o m e n t u m transfer. By
assumption, AP is perpendicular to both u~ and uj. The new angular momenta
are given by
J'~ = Ji + ~u~ ^ AP, "~
(26)
(
J'i = J1 -/3uj ^ A P . J
Conservation of total angular m o m e n t u m is then automatically satisfied :
Ji + Jj - ~ui ^ Pi - fluj ^ pj = J'i + J'j - aui ^ P'~ - fluj ^ p'j.

(27)

Conservation of energy requires that

p~=/2m+pj=/2m + Ji=/2I+ Jj2/2I = (Pi + AP)2/2m + (Pj' - Ap)2/2m
+(J~+ au i ^ Ap)2/2I+ (Jj-/3uj ^ AP)2/2I.

(28)

Equation 28 can be rewritten as
A P . ((Pi - pj)/2m + (=J; ^ u i -/3Jj. ^ %.)/I) = - Ap2(a/m + (~2 +/32)/2i).

(29)

It should be noted that the first term between brackets in (29) is just the relative
velocity of the needles at the point of contact (' Avimv' ). As AP is perpendicular
to u~ and uj, we finally obtain :
AP

= -

(Avimp)±/(1/m + (=2 +/3=)/2i),

(30)

where (Avimp) ± denotes the component of Avim v perpendicular to both u i and %..
3. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

3.1. General
Approximate expressions for some of the transport properties of the hard line
fluid can be derived in the limit of tow and high densities. In the low density
regime we use kinetic theory to arrive at expressions for some of the correlation
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functions characterizing translational and rotational diffusion. Our approach is
basically the same as the ' Enskog' method used by Berne and co-workers
[19-21] to describe the transport properties of the rough sphere fluid. At high
densities (p*>> 1) such an approach, based on the assumption of uncorrelated
binary collisions, will fail. It is however precisely at high densities that the
scaling theory put forward by Doi and Edwards [10, 11] might provide a valid
description of the rotational and translational motion of the needles. In the
following two sub-sections we present the appropriate expressions for the
rotational and translational diffusion of smooth hard needles in the kinetic and
scaling regimes. Moreover, we derive an expression for the collision frequency
in the hard line fluid that is exact at all densities.
3.2. Kinetic regime
During a collision, the velocity, angular momentum and kinetic energy of
molecule i change abruptly. As a consequence, the initial slope of the correlation
function of any of the above variables is non-zero :
lim (A(O)A(t))/(A~(O)) = - 1/~A,

(31 )

t-+0 +

where A stands for either v~, to~ or Ei - ~Ei). Chandler [22, 23] has shown that,
if the effect of correlated binary collisions can be neglected, the correlation
function Ca(t ) - (A(O)A(t))/(A 2) is completely determined by its initial slope,
and has the form :
Ca(t) = exp ( - t/~'a).
(32)
Equation (32) corresponds to a truncation of the cumulant expansion of Ca(t)
after the first term. This approximation for Ca(t) is often referred to as an
' Enskog' approximation because it relies on the neglect of correlated binary
collisions. For a more detailed discussion of this point, we refer the reader to the
relevant publications by Chandler [22, 23] and by O'Dell and Berne [19]. The
Enskog approximation is particularly useful in the hard line system because the
initial slopes of the type given by (31) can be calculated exactly at any density.
Consistent with the use of the Enskog approximation for (J(0). l(t)), is the use
of Gordon's J-diffusion model [24, 25] for the orientational correlation functions
Cl(t ) - (Pt(u(0). u(t))), where u(t) is the molecular orientation vector at time t,
and Pt(x) is the lth Legendre polynomial. The ' collision frequency' /3J'aitt'
that appears in the latter model has to be chosen equal to 1/r a obtained from (31)
[23]. It should be stressed that this effective collision frequency is not the same
as the real collision frequency. A nice feature of the hard line system is that the
real collision frequency can also be computed exactly, at any density (see
Appendix A). The knowledge of this exact collision frequency proved of great
help in testing the MD programme (see § 4). In Appendix A it is shown that,
for a system consisting of hard needles with uniform mass distribution, the
collision frequency (i.e. the average number of collisions that a given particle
experiences per unit time) is given by
P-

d7 =1"237662399 ... P*.

(A 15)
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The Enskog expression for the velocity autocorrelation function (ACF) is
derived in Appendix B. The result is
( v ( 0 ) . v(t)) = <v(0)2) exp ( -

tl-rv),

(33)

with
(B 18)

1/~'v = 0-43416 ... p*.
The self diffusion coefficient D is given by :
0o

D = ( 1 / 3 ) f <v(0). v(t)) dt=2.303293 .../p*.

(B 20)

0

It is convenient to make a distinction between the components of v that are
parallel and perpendicular to the orientation of the molecule at t = O. We define
a longitudinal and a transverse velocity ACF by :
C ,,(t) = <v(0). u(0)v(t), u(0))

(34)

cA(t) = <v(0). P . v(t)>,

(35)

and
where P = ( I - u ( 0 ) u ( 0 ) ) .
For smooth hard needles, the initial slope of
is zero, while the initial slope of Cl(t) is ~ times the Enskog value.
The Enskog expression for the angular momentum ACF is given by
(.J(0). J(t)) = (J(0) 2) exp ( -

t/~'j),

C,(t)

(36)

with

1/rj =0-58642 ... p*.

(B 27)

In the same approximation, the correlation time of rotational energy fluctuations
is given by :
1/%=0.7486168 ... p*.
(B 32)
As was mentioned above, the use of Gordon's J-diffusion model for
C~(t)=(Pt(u(O). u(t))) is consistent with the Enskog approximation for
(J(0). J(t)> if the ' collision frequency' in the J-diffusion model is identified
with 1/rj given by (B 27). It should be stressed, however, that even when the
approximations leading to (36) are justified, the predictions of the J-diffusion
model should be treated with caution. For example in the J-diffusion model it is
assumed that every collision completely thermalizes the angular momentum of a
colliding molecule. If this assumption were correct, the relaxation times rj
and % should be equal. Actually, as (B 27) and (B 32) show, % is some 20 per
cent shorter than -rj, even within the Enskog approximation. Although the
J-diffusion model can be generalized to include cases where % and rj are different
[26], we will restrict ourselves to the model in its simplest form. Finally, we
note that in the limit of high collision frequencies, the J-diffusion model predicts
simple rotational diffusion behaviour :

Cl(t ) ~- exp ( - t/r~).

(37)

In this limit, the model predicts that ~'l and ~'j should obey the Hubbard relation
[27]:
lim (~-a. ~- ) - 1 = / ( / + 1)kT/I.
(38)
tr~-OC
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see below, a very different approach (viz. the use of
leading to quite different predictions for the density
still predicts that the product of ~'j and ~'~ should tend
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the model and, as we will
scaling arguments), while
dependence of ~'j and %
to a constant independent

3.3. Scaling regime
The assumption that successive binary collisions are uncorrelated, which
constitutes the basis for the Enskog approach, will fail at high densities. The
reason is that the translational and rotational diffusion of a molecule will be
dominated by the geometrical constraints imposed by the presence of other
molecules. At high densities, these constraints survive over lengths of time
corresponding to many binary collisions. In situations where such geometrical
constraints are important, one can arrive at qualitative predictions concerning
the density dependence of a number of transport properties, using scaling arguments similar to those first presented in this context by Doi and Edwards [10, 11 ]
(for a general reference on this subject, see [28]). The Doi-Edwards (DE) theory
was developed to describe the brownian dynamics of thin rod-like macromolecules
in concentrated solution. In order to apply the DE theory to the hard line fluid
under consideration, two minor modifications have to be introduced: (1)
between interactions the needles move freely, rather than diffusively, and (2) a
collision can only change the component of the molecular velocity perpendicular
to the molecular axis. This latter property which, as we will see below, has far
reaching consequences, is a peculiarity of smooth hard needles.
Let us first consider rotational diffusion. The rotational diffusion coefficient
D r is related to the mean square angular displacement of a needle by
d
lim ~ <02(t)) = 4 D r.

(39)

t---¢-O0

Due to the presence of other molecules, a typical molecule cannot change its
orientation appreciably unless one of the constraining molecules moves out of the
way. Whenever this happens, the orientation of the molecule under consideration can ' jump ' over an angle S0 which is of the order p.-1 [10]. The total
mean square angular displacement in a time t is then given by

<O~(t)>~_N<a02>,

(40)

where N is the number of times such an angular jump can take place in an
interval t. In the case considered by DE, N/t (the rate at which the constraining
molecules move out of the way) is of order L2/D o, where D 0 is the parallel
component of the diffusion tensor of rods of length L, in the limit of infinite
dilution. The DE expression is correct if the persistence time of the molecular
velocity along the rod axis is much shorter than L2/D ,°. In the system of smooth
hard needles that we consider here, this condition is not necessarily satisfied.
In fact, as we will see below, at sufficiently high densities the opposite is true
(i.e. v, does not decay appreciably in the time it takes a molecule to cover a
distance L along its axis). In the latter limit Nit is of order L/(v ~)112 which,
in reduced units, is of order 1. The expression for the rotational diffusion
constant D r then becomes
D r ~ lip .2,
(41 a)
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which differs from the corresponding DE expression

D r ~ D, O/p.~

(41 b)

in that the former relation is independent of the translational diffusion constant.
Using essentially identical reasoning one arrives at the prediction that, at
sufficiently high density, D± (the component of the molecular self-diffusion
tensor, perpendicular to the molecular axis) should also go as p*-~ :
D . ~ p*-~.

(42)

As we know that the initial slope of C±(t)= ( v . ( 0 ) . v±(t))/(v±(O) 2) is given by
- ( 3 ) . 0.43416. p* (B 18), it is clear that, at high densities C±(t) must develop
a negative portion with an area that almost cancels the positive area (which is
proportional to p.-1) in such a way that the remainder is proportional to p.-2.
For exactly the same reason, a negative part in the angular momentum correlation
function should be expected when the rotational diffusion constant exhibits the
sealing behaviour predicted by (41 a). In other words, even though Cj(t) is not
expected to be exponential at high densities, a relation of the form of (38) should
still hold.
The scaling predictions for the longitudinal velocity ACF, C ~(t), differ quite
dramatically from those for C±(t). This is a consequence of the fact that the
impulsive force which acts on a smooth hard needle during a collision is always
directed perpendicular to the rod axis. Consequently, the component of the
molecular velocity that is directed along the molecular axis at t = 0, cannot change
until the molecule has rotated over some angle 0. The rate of change of CH(t)
can be approximated b y :
, (t) = - ~-7(sin ~ O(t))C, (t),

(43)

where 7 is the initial rate of change of (v(0). v(t)) (7=0.43416p* ; (B 18)).
For very short times ( t ~ r B c , with ~-Bc=average time between collisions),
we can use the free rotor expression for (sin s O(t)) :
(sin s O(t)) ~_ (02(t)) ~_ (o~)t ~,

(44

a)

and the expression for C,(t) becomes :
C ,,(t) _~exp ( - 7(w~)t3/3).

(44 b)

For times long compared with TBC, 02(t) is determined by the rotational diffusion
constant D r . In particular, the probability of finding an angular displacement
A0 in an interval t is given by :

P(AO ; t) = (1/4~rDrt) exp ( - (A0x 2 + AOu~)/4Drt ),

(45)

where A0x and A0u are the angular displacements along the x and y axes respectively (assuming that the molecule points along z at t = 0 ) . Equation (45) is
valid for A02~ 1. The longitudinal velocity ACF obeys the relation :
d
d~ In (C tt(t)) = ({)70~(t),

(46)
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where we have used a tilde on C ,~(t) to indicate that this expression still has to be
averaged over all angles O(t). From (46) it follows that :

C,,(t)=(v~(O)) lexp ( - i (~)702(t') dt'))o(v).

(47)

The subscript O(t') on the right hand side of (47) stands for averaging over all
intermediate angles. Using (45), this can be rewritten as :
C ,,(t) = (v ,,3(0)) lim
~--+ ~

d01~.., dO~x dOlu ... dO~v

...
-- O0

-- O0

xexp ( =@,,2(0)) _~d0x(t) _SdOv(t)

~

E(~-Oi-1)~ - 3-. o.2 t-] "~
k 4VRt/n "er~ nJ]
~Ox(t')~Ov(t ' )
o (O~(t')+~'O2(t'))dt')

(48)

where we have used the conventional path-integral notation [29].
The path integral appearing in (48) is elementary (it is identical to the expression for the density matrix of a two dimensional harmonic oscillator [29]). Making
the appropriate substitutions, we obtain :

C,,(t)=

@,,~(0))(fdOx(t)(~

(3~'/2Dn)lle
si~-ff( t ~ i ~ ) ) J

x exp [ - (37,/2DR) lt2 coth
= (cosh

~11~

(t~/(6~,DR))Ox~(t)]

(49)

(t~v/(6~,DR))-l@,, 2(0)).

Using (49), it immediately follows that the longitudinal diffusion coefficient
is given by :
~o
D,, = I C,,(t) dt=rr/(6yDr) ~le.
(50)
0

D f,

As ~,~ p* and D r,~ p*-~, it follows that :

D ,i p*~ll2.
~

We are thus led to the remarkable conclusion that D i, should diverge as p*-+oo !
In fact, we arrived at essentially the same conclusion in (12), but the line of
reasoning followed in that publication is based on simplifications in the integration of (46) that are not warranted as t--~oo. It could be argued that the
assumption 0241 limits the validity of (49) to times t~Dr -1. However, the
physical content of (49) is that for longer times only those molecules which have
not rotated over large angles continue to contribute to C n(t). Although the
replacement of sin 0 by 0 in (46) will most likely lead us to overestimate the rate
of decay of C~(t) (and hence underestimate D H), we expect (49) to be, at least
qualitatively, correct.
To end this section on scaling predictions for transport properties of the
hard needle fluid, we want to give a rough estimate of the density above which
scaling effects should become important. In order to arrive at such an estimate,
we note that the essential feature of the scaling approach is that it assumes
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geometrical constraints on the position and orientation of molecules. Suppose
we select any given molecule and choose our z-axis along the molecular axis,
such that z = 0 coincides with the centre of mass of the molecule. Next we
project all molecules i, with - L / 2 <<.z i<~ L/2, onto the plane z = 0. It is clear
that the transverse motion of the molecule under consideration is geometrically
constrained to a finite region if the projections of the other molecules form a
network with finite void spaces in between. In other words, the onset of scaling
behaviour is related to a two dimensional percolation transition. We can arrive
at a lower estimate of this percolation transition by noting that the average
n u m b e r of molecules (or rather, projections of molecules) intersecting the
projection of any given molecule must be larger than 2 [30]. This implies that
the reduced 2-D density p~D*=P3D*((L2D2)/L 2) must satisfy the following
inequality :
p2D*(2/Tr))2,
(51)
and hence
P39* > (3rr/2) ~_4"5,
(52)
where we have used the fact that (L2D z) = (-~)L2. We stress that (52) provides
In fact, we should expect clear manifestations
of scaling behaviour only at densities well above p * = (3~r/2).

a lower limit to scaling behaviour.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Computational aspects
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on a system consisting of
N hard needles ( N = 100 and N = 500) at densities ranging from p * = 1 to p * = 48.
On a C Y B E R 170-750 computer a typical run (20 000 collisions) took about
1500 C P U seconds for a 100 particle system and between 2800 and 4500 s for
a 500 particle system (the longer runs correspond to higher densities). Although
Table 1. Summary of relevant parameters characterizing the different MD runs referred
to in the text. Reduced densities (p*) have been tabulated in column 1, the systems
sizes (AT) are given in column 2. In column 3, Ne stands for the number of
collisions per simulation. Columns 4 and 5 show a comparison of the measured
(r~D) and predicted (I~TH) collision frequencies.
p*

N

Nc

MD

TH

1
2
4
5
6
8
16
24
32
40
48

100
100
100
100
100
100
500
500
500
500
500

20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
30000
50000

•.24
2.44
4.89
6.14
7.24
9.99
19.8
30.2
40.0
49.8
60.8

•.24
2.48
4.95
6.19
7.43
9.90
19.8
29.7
39.6
49.5
59.4

of hard
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the present simulations are about an order of magnitude slower than the simulation of comparable hard sphere systems, the runs were long enough to obtain
acceptable statistics on most single particle properties (the estimated error is of
the order of 1-2 per cent). As has been explained in § 2, fully equilibrated
initial configurations can easily be generated and hence there is no need for
equilibration runs. Table 1 summarizes the conditions for the different simulations that we performed. As can be seen from this table, the collision frequencies
found in the simulations agree quite well with the predictions based on (A 15).

C±(t)

0.1

0.01
0

10

20
t/l:BC

Figure 5. Transverse velocity ACF Cl(t) (see (35)) as a function of time t (expressed in
collision times), p*=l, [] ; p*=2, 0 ; p*-=4, A ; p*=6, +. The drawn line
is the Enskog prediction, (33).

0.1

0.01
o

20

IO
t/~:BC

Figure 6. Angular momentum ACF C j ( t ) as a function of time t (expressed in collision
times), p*=l, []; p*=2, O; p*=4, z~; p*=6, +. The drawn lineisthe
Enskog prediction, (36).
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At high densities, where we expect fluctuations to decay slowly, the noise in the
measured collision frequency appears to increase somewhat. For example, the
value 60.8 at p*=48 is the average of two subruns with collision frequencies
differing by well over 1 per cent. The results shown in table 1 give no reason to
believe that collisions are overlooked by the algorithm described in § 2 (if this
were the case, the measured collision frequencies would be systematically lower
than the value given by (A 15)).
i

i

i

1

0.1

/
0.01

I

I

0

I

"~ I

t/~B c

10

Figure 7. Rotational energy A C F C~a(t ) as a function time t (expressed in collision times).
p * = l , [] ; p*=2, O ; p * = 4 , & ; p * = 6 , + . The drawn line is the Enskog
prediction (see Appendix B.3).

!

i

i

i

i

C.(t)

0.1

I

0

t/~B c

Figure 8. Transverse velocity A C F at p * = 8 ( D ) and p*=48 (©). The time scale has
been expanded to show the short time behaviour more clearly. Both curves are
well below the Enskog prediction (drawn straight line). The initial slope of C±(t)
is ~ times larger than the Enskog prediction.
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4.2. Low density behaviour
Let us next consider the Enskog predictions for the translational and rotational
correlation functions. We found that in every case studied, the initial slopes of
the correlation functions of v, J and A~r did indeed follow the Enskog predictions.
T h e correlation functions of v L(t), J(t) and AEr(t ) at low densities (p*< 8) are
compared with the appropriate Enskog predictions in figures 5, 6 and 7. Out to
I

I

I

I

i

B

A
C2(t)

C 1 (t)

0

-0

I

0

t/~Bc

1

5

i

I

I

I

0

1

1

I

t].¢8 c

I

I

5

I

I

D
C2(t)

C~ (t)

0

I

0

f

t/.tB c

[

I

5

0

tl~Bc

5

Figure 9. Comparison of MD data for the orientational correlation functions Cl(t) and
C~(t) (see text) with the corresponding J-diffusion predictions. MD-data, [~];
J-diffusion, drawn curve. (A+B), p*=l ; (C+D), p*=2. The time is in units
of average time between collisions.
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I
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I

I

B
c2(t)

C 1 (t)

0

0
I

?

0

I

I

I

tll:gc

I

i

I

0

I

I

t/~BC

1

I

C

c2(t)
Cl(t)

0
I

0

1

10
tll;BC

I

I

20

0

10
tll;BC

20

Figure 10. Comparison of MD data for the orientational correlation functions Cl(t ) and
C2(t) (see text) with the corresponding J-diffusion predictions. (A+B), p*=4;
(C + D), p* = 6. The meaning of all other symbols is the same as in figure 9.
about 10 collision times, (v±(0). v~(t)) (figure 5) follows the Enskog predictions
almost quantitatively. Actually, the initial slope of (v±(0). v±(t)) is found to
be ~ times the Enskog value (as it should), but after a few collision times the
correlation function changes over to an exponential with decay time Tv given by
(B 18) (see figure 8). ( l ( 0 ) . J(t)) (figure 6) is seen to follow the Enskog
predictions very well, considering that the estimated noise level in the correlation
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function is 1-2 per cent. T h e agreement of (AEr(0)AE~(t)) with the Enskog
predictions is somewhat less impressive (figure 7). These correlation functions
seem to deviate from simple exponential decay well before they are swamped by
the (rather high) noise. T h e existence of two timescales in the decay of rotational energy fluctuations would not be surprising : one should expect one timescale characteristic of the decay of rotational energy fluctuations to a value
corresponding to the local temperature, while fluctuations in the local temperature
should decay on a somewhat longer timescale. T h e quality of the M D data did
not warrant a comparison with a more detailed theory. Using a 'collision
f r e q u e n c y ' 1/rj (B 27), we have computed the J-diffusion predictions for
(PI(U(0). u ( t ) ) ) and (P~(u(0). u(t))). For densities p * < 8, these predictions
tend to agree very well with the measured correlation functions (figures 9 and 10).
In table 2 the measured correlation times r I and ~2 are compared with the
J-diffusion predictions. In the same table we also present the area under the
normalized angular m o m e n t u m ACF, and the longitudinal, transverse and
average diffusion constants. T h e average (trace) diffusion constant D is defined
as D=(Drj + 2 D ± ) / 3 . T h e average diffusion constant follows the Enskog
predictions quite well for p * < 8. Figure 11 shows the low-density behaviour
of the longitudinal velocity correlation function, C l~(t). T h e initial slope of
C , ( t ) is zero (see (44)) but this is barely visible for p* < 6. For p*-- 1, 2 and 4
CH(t) fits fairly well to the Enskog predictions; the behaviour of Ctk(t) at
p* = 6 (positive deviation from Enskog) is a precursor of the much larger positive
deviations that appear at higher densities.
Table 2. Summary of measured and predicted values for the orientational correlation times
rl and r,, the angular momentum correlation time ~j and the translational diffusion
constant D=(D, +2D±)/3. The superscripts E stand for the Enskog (c.q.
J-diffusion) predictions described in the text. The superscript S stands for the
scaling approximation (50). The entries without superscript refer to the MD data.
p*

~1

1
2
4
6
8
16
24
32
40
48

0.12
0.14
0-21
0.25
0.30
0.51
0.73
0.93
1.27
2.01

zl ~

0.10
0.14
0.20
0.25
0.29
0.47
0.65
0-83
1.02
1.21

~2

z2 E

~J

~jE

0.49
0.30
0.22
0.17
0.18
0.23
0.36
0.36
0.43
0.68

0.61
0.35
0.24
0.21
0.21
0.23
0.28
0.33
0.38
0.44

1.69
0.93
0.44
0.31
0.20
0.088
0.058
0.039
0.029
0.025

1.71
0.85
0.43
0.28
0.21
0.11
0.071
0.053
0.043
0.036

4.3.

D

2.40
1.16
0.61
0.44
0.34
0.24
0-21
0.20
0.23
0.34

D E

D~

D ~

D ns

2.30
1.15
0.58
0.38
0.29
0.14
0.096
0-072
0.058
0.048

2.30
1.05
0-51
0.36
0.25
0.11
0.073
0.049
0.031
0.025

2-59
1.37
0.82
0.60
0.53
0.50
0.49
0.50
0.64
0.97

-----0.42
0.43
0.44
0.53
0.56

High density behaviour

T h e behaviour of the same correlation functions at p * > 8 tends to exhibit
p r o n o u n c e d deviations from the Enskog predictions. T h e only exception is
(Aer(0)AEr(t)) (figure 12) which behaves in much the same way as at low
densities. One may argue that this is not really surprising because the geometrical constraints which become important at high densities are not expected
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C,, (t)

0,1

++ ~,~

4~_ E],-,m
4 ~ -e~
+

0.01
0
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t/l:Bc

Figure 11. Longitudinal velocity ACF C,(t) (see (34)) as a function of time t (expressed
in collision times), p*=l, [] ; p*=2, O ; p*=4, A ; 0*=6, +. The drawn
line is the Enskog prediction, (33).
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,

, ®\,

i
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0.01
0

tI~Bc

I0

Figure 12. Rotational energy ACF C,R(t) as a function of time (expressed in collision
times), p*=8, []; p*=16, O; p*=24, •; 0*=32, + ; 0*-=48, x. The
drawn line is the Enskog prediction (see Appendix B.3).
to have any strong effect on rotational energy relaxation. In contrast, the
transverse velocity correlation function, C.(t), becomes strongly non-exponential
at high densities ; C±(t) falls consistently below exp ( - t / r v ) . At the highest
densities studied, C±(t) even goes negative after a few collision times (figure 13).
This behaviour, which is reminiscent of the behaviour of (v(0) . v(t)) in a hard
sphere fluid [1], is compatible with the scaling predictions of § 3. In fact,
(D±-D~)/D± (D E stands for DEnskog ) fits quite well to a straight line through
the origin of the form (Dx-DE)/D±=-0"0170 .°, which supports the scaling
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prediction D I ~ p *-~. The high density behaviour of ( J ( 0 ) . J(t)) strongly
resembles that of C.(t) ; ( J ( 0 ) . J(t)) becomes non-exponential and gradually
develops a negative part (figure 14). Such behaviour is to be expected if the
scaling approach described in § 3 is appropriate. A fit of (rj E - r j ) / r j (where
~-jE stands for the Enskog value given by (B 27)) to a straight line through the
origin yields a fair fit with a slope of 0.009 (in this fit we only included the high
density points (p*> 8)). With increasing density the orientational correlation
functions Cl(t ) = (Pl(U(0). u(t))) and C~(t)= (P~(u(0). u(t))) fit progressively
worse to the corresponding J-diffusion expressions. At high densities it is
found that the actual decay of Cl(t ) and C2(t ) is slower than the J-diffusion model
1

,

,

,

Cflt)

x®m

"~

gm~qQl

×x××××x×x

I

0

I

I

10
tl~Bc

20

Figure 13. Transverse velocity ACF Ca(t ) (see (35)) as a function of time t (expressed in
collision times), p*=8, []; 0"=16, O; 0*=24, A; p*=32, + ; p*=48, x.
The drawn curve is the Enskog prediction (33).

Cj(t)

I

o

I

lO
t/XBC

I

20

Figure 14. Angular momentum ACF Cj(t) as a function of time t (expressed in collision
times). 0*=8, []; 0"=16, O; 0*=24, &; p*=32, + ; p*=48, x. The
drawn curve is the Enskog prediction, (36).
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Figure 15. Comparison of MD data for the orientational correlation functions Cl(t) and
C2(t) (see text) with the corresponding J-diffusion predictions. (_/I+B), p*=8 ;
(C + D), p*= 16. The meaning of all other symbols is the same as in figure 9.

would predict (figure 15-17). This is related to the fact that, at high densities,
r j becomes significantly smaller than the Enskog value r j ~. T h e opposite effect
has been observed by O'Dell and Berne [19] in their study of the rough-sphere
fluid. In the latter system "rj becomes larger than rj E at high densities, and as a
consequence Cl(t) and C~(t) decay Iaster than the J-diffusion model would
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predict.
I n the present case we can achieve better agreement between
J-diffusion and the M D data by equating the J-diffusion ' collision f r e q u e n c y '
to 1/rj, w h e r e ~-j is the real correlation time of the angular m o m e n t u m ACF,
rather t h a n the Enskog expression. A more quantitative measure of the slowing
down of reorientational motion at high densities is given by the correlation times

1

1

C1 (t)

C2(t)
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L
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Comparison of MD data for the orientational correlation functions C1(t) and
C2(t) (see text) with the corresponding J-diffusion predictions. (A +B), p* = 24 ;

Figure 16.

(C + D), p* = 32.

The meaning of all other symbols is the same as in figure 9.
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Figure 17. Comparison of MD data for the orientational correlation functions Cl(t) and
C~(t) (see text) with the corresponding J-diffusion predictions. (A +B), p*=40;
(C+D), p*=48. The meaning of all other symbols is the same as in figure 9.
~'1 and ¢2 shown in table 2. In § 3 we argued that in the scaling regime Dr ~ O*-~.
We have extracted D r from the measured correlation functions Cl(t ) and C2(t )
using the relation
Cl(t ) ~_exp ( - l(l+ 1)Drt ).
(53)
This relation will not be appropriate at low densities ; in fact, the approximate
validity of (53) defines the rotational diffusion regime. If Cl(t ) and C2(t ) were
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p u r e l y exponential we could have equated D r to ( l ( l + l ) ~ z ) -1, with r, f r o m
table 2. However, as C~(t) and C~(t) only b e c o m e exponential after a n u m b e r of
collision times it is preferable to extract D r f r o m the limiting slopes of In (Cz(t)).
I n figures 18 and 19 we show the dependence of Dr -~ on p*~. N o t e that the
values for D r derived f r o m Cl(t ) and C~(t)" agree quite well, which serves as a
check that we are indeed in the rotational diffusion regime where (53) should
apply. As is clear f r o m figure 19 the dependence of Dr -1 on p* is certainly
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,

,

,

4
DR1
3

I

0

I

I

I

1000
p.2

2000

Figure 18. Dependence of the inverse rotational diffusion constant DR -1 on the square of
the reduced density (p.2). DR has been obtained from the limiting slopes of
In Cl(t) ([]) and In C~(t) (C)). As can be seen from the figure the points with
p*~>24 fit quite well to a straight line.
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Figure 19. Log-log representation of figure 18. From the fiture it is clear that a power-law
relation of the form D~- ~
is compatible with the points with p* i> 24. Meaning
of symbols as in figure 18.
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compatible with a quadratic relation. A fit of - l o g (Dr) to (a. log (p*)+b)
yields an exponent a = 1.8 + 0.2 if we include all points with p*/> 24. If we only
fit the three highest density points the exponent becomes a = 2 . 2 +0.3. It is
worth pointing out that these results differ somewhat from those presented in
[12]. The reason is that we have in the meantime obtained much better
statistics on the high-density points. The conclusions drawn in [12] are however, if anything, strengthened by the present results.
Let us now consider the high density behaviour of the longitudinal velocity
correlation function C , ( t ) = (v(0). u(0)v(t), u(0)). It has been argued in § 3
that in the scaling regime C, (t) should show marked positive deviations from the
Enskog predictions. Figure 20 shows that at densities above p* = 8 the deviations
become dramatic indeed. Note that for p*~>16 C~(t) still persists after 25
collision times. At the highest densities (figure 21) C,(t) even persists after
100 collision times! Because of these long decay times the statistics on C,(t)
become worse than at low densities as the signal-to-noise ratio is approximately
determined by (NT/'rD) 1/2, where N is the number of particles, T is the duration
of the run and ~D is a characteristic decay time [31, 32]. At high densities r D
becomes of the order of T and hence the signal-to-noise ratio is ~ (N) 1/2, which,
for N = 500, corresponds to an error in the correlation function of ~ 5 per cent.
The same, incidentally, holds for C~(t) and C2(t) at high densities. Because of
the slow decay of C,(t) the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, D , , becomes
very much larger than the Enskog value (see table 2). Moreover, at densities
higher than p*-~24, D~ increases with increasing density! In § 3 we
predicted that, in the scaling regime, D~ should in fact diverge as p.lt~ (see
(50)). Although the present data do indeed suggest that D~ does diverge as
p* ~ov, this divergence appears somewhat stronger than p*~/z. Using the expression for D j~ given in (50), we obtain estimates for D Hthat are of the right order
of magnitude (see table 2), but apparently underestimate D, at high densities.

\[]
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Figure 20. Longitudinal velocity ACF C ~r(t) (see (34)) as a function of time t (expressed
in collisiontime), p*=8, [B; p*=16, ©; 0*=24, A; 0*=32, + ; p*=48, x.
The drawn line is the Enskog prediction, (33).
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Figure 21. This figure illustrates the extremely slow decay of the longitudinal velocity
ACF
at high densities (p*=40, D ; p*=48, C)). The drawn line is the
Enskog prediction, (33).

It was mentioned in § 3 that the approximations used in the derivation of (50)
would lead us to underestimate D ,. Whether this indeed accounts for the effect
that we are observing is not clear at present.
Finally, we wish to mention another interesting aspect of the hard needle
fluid, concerning collective reorientational motions. One can define a collective
orientational correlation function Cf(t) b y :
N

Cf(t) =N-1 E

i=1

N

I

• (4rr/2l+l)

j=l

E
m= - l

V~m*(ui(o))r,m(Uj(t)),

(54)

where Yz,, denotes a spherical harmonic and uj(t) is the unit vector specifying the
orientation of molecule j at time t. A simple two-variable theory [33, 34] yields
the following relation between the collective decay time

and the single particle decay time Tts( =

(l(1+ 1)Dr)-1 :

• f = ((1 +g,)/(1 + f,))zfl,

(55)

where g~ is a static orientational correlation factor

(g'= j~¢i<Pl(uj'ui)>)
and ft the corresponding dynamic correlation factor. Experimentally it has been
found that single particle and collective reorientation times do indeed differ [35].
It is, however, virtually impossible to extract both gt and f~ from such experiments. More often than not it is assumed that fz in fact vanishes and that the
difference between z f and ~-zt is due to static correlations alone. An interesting
thing about the hard needle fluid is that all static correlations vanish identically
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(i.e. all gl 0) and hence any difference between ~-zc and ~s is necessarily due to
dynamic correlations. Unfortunately, an accurate determination of ~.o requires
an inordinate amount of computer time as the signal to noise ratio in Cz°(t) is of
order (T/rtc) 1/2. To get the statistical errors down to the 1 per cent level
would require runs that are 100 (at low densities) to 10 000 (at high densities)
longer than the runs that we undertook. Nevertheless, we have tried to look for
systematic differences between %c and %s in the hope that, if If2] turns out to be
very large, the effect should be observable, even for relatively short simulations
such as we performed. At low densities (p*= 5) we found that C2s(t) and C2c(t)
resemble one another closely (figure 22 A). At high densities @*=40 and
p* = 48) C2°(t) is very noisy indeed (estimated noise level ~ 40 per cent). However, in both cases we find that C2~(t) remains consistently below C2s(t), suggesting that f2 > 0. We do not consider these results as anything even remotely
resembling convincing evidence, yet we mention these preliminary data because
we feel that they deserve being looked into more closely.
=

1

1

C2(t)

C2(t)

100

0

t/~8 c

100
t/~Bc

Figure 22. Comparison of the single particle (Q) and collective (©) orientational correlation function C2(t) (see (54)). (A) p*= 5 ; (B) p* =48. The noise in the collective
correlation function at high densities is very large, especially for long times.

APPENDIX A

Consider two needles i and j which are about to collide.
point of impact, to, is given by
r o = r i + ~u i = rj + fluj.

The position of the

(24)

If we fix our frame of reference to molecule j (say) then the number of molecules
i with impact distances between a and a + dc~ which collide with molecule j at
an impact point between/3 and/3 + d/3 in an interval dt is given by

dn=p sin 0 da dfi(Avimp)±2 dt d cos 0/2.

(A 1)

Here p is the number density of molecules i, 0 is the angle between u i and u~. and
(Avi~p)± is the perpendicular component of the relative velocity of molecules
i and j at thepoint of impact (see (29-30)). The factor 2 on the right hand side
of (A 1) results because a collision would also take place if we were to replace the
angle O by 0 +~r. From (A 1) it follows that the average collision frequency is
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dn/

~-/ = p

d0sin 2 0 I
0

7r

d± I

-L]2
L]2

=-2P

I

dfl<AVimp)±>

-L/2

L/2

do¢/

-- L / 2
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dfl<(Avimp)±>"

(A2)

- L/2

The unaveraged relative velocity at impact is given by
(A 3)

A V i m p = V i -- Vj + c~tOi A U i -- f t O j A Uj.

Let us denote the unit vector perpendicular to u~ and u s by u±.
of Avimp perpendicular to u i and %. is

The component
(A 4)

( A V i m p ) ± = (V i -- Y j ) . U± + a¢.oi J- -- floJj "1",

where we±(%.±) are the components of toi(t%. ) perpendicular to u±. (AVimp) ± is
determined by three independent variables V~l± ( = ( v ~ - vj). u l ) , toi I and oJ~±
which are all distributed according to a one dimensional Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution :

P(Vrel ±, oJi ' , o~j±) = (t~/27rk T)112( I/27rk T)
× exp (-(l~Vrel±2+I(oJi±~+~oj±2)/2kT).

(A 5)

It is convenient to introduce new variables x, y and z defined as

x = (l~/2kT) 112 v~el","
y = ( I / 2 k T ) 1/2 coi ±,

(A 6)

z =- - ( I [ 2 k T 112 oJ~±
With these definitions it follows that

P(x, y, z)=(Tr) -3/2 exp ( - ( x 2 + y2 + z2))

(A 7)

and
(Avimp) ± =

(2kT/tz)ll2(x + (~/I)~/2(~y + flz)).

(A 8)

In order to obtain <(Avimp)±> we have to average (A 8) over all positive values of
(Avimp)~. The condition (Avim~) l > 0 can be expressed as a vector relation :
(Avimp) ± = r . a > 0,

(A 9)

where r = ( x , y , z) and a is a vector with components ((2kT/lx) 112, a ( 2 k T / I ) ~!2,
fi(2kT/I)xl2).
Introducing O, the angle between r and a, we can rewrite (A 9) as

(Avimp)±=r(2kT/Ix)xl2(1 +(tx/I)(a2+fi2)) 112 cos 0.

(A 10)

The evaluation of <(Avimp)±> is now straightforward:
+
oe

+
,,/2

x 2rr I drr3 exp ( - r ~) I dO s i n 0 c o s 0
0

0

= (kT/2rqQ1/2(1 + (tx/i)(a~ + f12))~/2.
M.P.

(A 11 )
S
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Inserting this expression in (A 2) we obtain

dn =(Trp/2)(kT/2~rl~)ll ~ I d~ I dfl(l+(l~/I)(°~2+fl2)) 1;2"

-di

- L/2

(112)

- L/2

Equation (A 12) can be further simplified by making the transformation

do~d~ ~ u du dd? :
=(~rp/2)(kT/27rpO 11~ 8 So dc~
= 2~'p(kT/2"~)~2(2X/3~)

/

o

S

duo + (~/I)u2) 112 u

d~{(1 + (l~L2/4I cos 2 4)) 3/3- 1}.

(A 13)

Introducing the parameter r = (4I/l~L 2) which characterizes the mass distribution
in the rod, we can write (A 13) as :

/ 7tan ) = (~rpL2/3)(kT/2rrl.)ll2 r ,,'/4
I d9~{(1+ 1/r cos = ~)3/2- 1}.
o

(A14)

In the case that we have studied the mass distribution in the rods is assumed to
be uniform which corresponds to r = 2/3. Hence, the collision frequency should
be given by :

dn =(27r~/2/9)p . I d~{(1 +~ cos 2 ~)a/2_ 1}= 1"23766240",

(A 15)

0

where we have used reduced units ( L = I , k T = I , ~ = m / 2 = l ) .
Actually, the
collision frequency in a finite system of N particles will differ slightly from the
value given by (A 15). Three different factors contribute to this N-dependence.
The first is the well known correction to the collision frequency due to the fact
that we study a microcanonical rather than a canonical ensemble [18]. In our
case, this correction is of order (1 +0.05/N). The second correction is due to
fluctuations in the translational and rotational kinetic energy. This correction is
always negative (in the present case : (l-0.006/N)). The third correction is due
to the fact that the instantaneous local density will fluctuate around p*. In the
absence of density fluctuations, the leading N-dependence of (A 15) would be
(1 - 1/N). Unless N is very small, the effect of density fluctuations is to cancel
this N-dependence. As a consequence, density fluctuations do not lead to an
additional N-dependence of (A 15). It should be noted, however, that density
fluctuations will contribute to the noise in the collision frequency. This effect
will become more pronounced in cases were density fluctuations decay slowly.
For the system sizes that we used in our simulations ( N = 100 and N = 500), the
systematic N-dependent corrections to (A 15) are too small to be observed, hence
we shall disregard them in what follows.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix we derive ' Enskog' expressions for the autocorrelation
functions of the molecular velocity, angular momentum and rotational kinetic
energy. In all three cases, the Enksog correlation function is a simple exponential with a decay time chosen such that the initial slopes of the Enskog correlation
functions are equal to those of the real correlation functions, Below we show how
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these initial slopes can be evaluated exactly in three cases of special relevance.
We shall compute the initial slope of the velocity A C F
1/~=

lim
,--,o+

<v(0). ~)(,)
<v(0)z > ,

(B 1)

<J(0). j(~))

(B 2)

the angular m o m e n t u m A C F

1/~j = lim
,~o+

<J(O)~>

and of the A C F of the fluctuating part of the rotational kinetic energy

1/~-~= lim --<(ER(0)--(E))Ea(~))
~o+
<~> - <e>~

(B 3)

(1) Velocity autocorrelation function
The initial slope of the velocity A C F is given by :
1/'/" v ~- -- <Vi(0) . Avi(Per collision), p > ,

(B 4)

where F is the rate at which molecule i experiences collisions. Before averaging
both Av and F depend on the coordinates and momenta of the collision partners.
We have added the subscript i to v and Av to indicate that we are considering the
change in the velocity of particle i. The choice of the d u m m y index i is, of
course, arbitrary ; we might just as well have picked any other particle j. In
particular, instead of i we might have chosen its collision partner j. Hence
<vd0 ) . A v f > = <vj.(0). AvjF>.

(B 5)

However, as m i =mj, Av i = --Avj and consequently
<v~(0). AviF > = ½<Vre1 . AvF>,

(B 6)

where vre 1= v~(0) - vj(0) and Av is given by (30) :
(7)tel ~- 0~¢°i3" -- ]~¢ofl')

A v = ( AP/m) = - (1 + m(a ~+ fi2)/2I) "

(B 7)

As in Appendix A, we change to variables x, y and z as defined in (A 6) and (A 9).
The expression for Av then becomes
Av= -(r.

a)/(1 +(m/2I)(a2+fi2)).

(B 8)

Consequently, (B 6) can be rewritten as
/ x ( r . a ) r ( a , / 3 ; x, y, z ) \
½<VreI . Avl'> = -- ½(2k T/tx ) 1/2 \ -(1 -+'-~-I)(g ~---'~fl'~)) /"

(B 9)

As before, (B 9) must be averaged over all directions of r such that ¢. a > 0.
It follows from (A 2) and (A 9) that the collision rate due to collisions with
impact distances within a range da (dfl) around a (fl) is given by
F(a, fi ; x, y, z) = X~rp(r. a) d~ rift.

(B 10)
s2
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Inserting (B 10) in (B 9) we obtain
<v(0). * ( 0 + )> =

L/2

L/2

oo

- L[2

- L]2

0

-½(2kT/Ix) ll2--ffTrprr_3/2 I da I dfl I drr2

~r]2

2~

o

o

{

x I dO s i n O I de

a2
}
xr 2 cos ~O ~)
1 +(m/2I)(~2+[3

exp ( - r ~ ) ,

(B 11)

where O is the angle between r and a. The x component of r may be decomposed
into components parallel and perpendicular to a :

x=(r.

lx)=(r,

la)(1 a. l x ) + ( r , lb)(1 b. l x ) + ( r ,

lo)(1 c. 1~),

(B 12)

where la is a unit vector parallel to a, 1c is perpendicular to both a and lx, and 1b
is perpendicular to both 1a and 1c. As 1c . 1x= 0, the third term on the right
hand side of (B 12) vanishes. The second term,
( r . lb)(1 b . 1~)= r sin O cos ¢(1 b . lx),
yields zero upon integration over ¢ in (B 11). Hence only the first term in
(B 12) remains, and we obtain the following expression for (B 11) :

(2kT~ll2rrPrt-al2

<v(O). * ( 0 + ) > = --½

\/~
L]2

oo

L12

]

1

da ~ dfi $ dr~

-L]2

-L]2

0

2
27rr n cos 30a2(la . 1~)

dcosO

0

(l+(m/2i)(a2+fi2))

exp(-r2).

(B13)

It should be noted that 1 a . lx=(2kT/ix)l/2/((2kT/tx)(l+(m/2I)(ot2+fl2) 1/2) is
independent of r, O and ¢. The integrals over r and O in (B 13) are elementary
and yield

<,,(o).

+ )>
pq./.1]2 ( ~ _ T ) 3 ]2
-

8

L]2

L]2

-- L]2

- L]2

I da ~ dfl(l+(m/2I)(a2+fi2)) -1/2.

(B14)

As before (see (A 13)) we transform from the variables a and fi to u and q~.
After integrating over u the final expression for <v(0). ~(0 + )> becomes
<v(0). #(0 + )> = -prrlt2(2kT/l~)t312

21__m,r/4 {(l+mL2/8Icos ~ ¢)11~-1}d¢
b

or in reduced units (L = 1, k T = 1, m = 1) :
,#4
<v(O). * ( 0 + )> = -27r x/2 p*r I {(1 + 1/r cos 2 ¢)112_ 1} de,
0
where ~-=8I/mL 2. For uniform rods ~=2/3.
(B 16) for this value of % we obtain

(S 15)

(B 16)

Performing the integral in

{v(0). ~(0 + )} = - 1.3024830p*,

(B 17)

and therefore 1/~-v as defined in (B 1) is given by
1/r.~ = 0.4341610p*.

(B 18)
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As the self diffusion constant is related to the velocity ACF by
oo

D=(1/3) S <v(0). v(t)> at,
0

(B 19)

we find that the Enskog approximation for D is
D ~ = 2.303293/p*.

(B 20)

(2) Angular momentum autocorrelation [unction
The procedure to obtain the angular momentum A C F in the Enskog approximation is quite similar to the one used to derive the velocity ACF. We shall
therefore limit ourselves to a rather compact derivation. Below we use the same
notation as was used in the previous section. According to (B 2) we need to
evaluate
lim <J(0). j(~))= <J~(0). A i r ( a , fl ; x,y, z)).
(B 21)
e-+O +

As
Ji. ~Ji = Ji. ~ui ^ AP~,

(B

22)

we need only consider the component of Ji that is perpendicular to the transferred
momentum AP, i.e.
Ji. AJi=alco ~" Ap
(B 23)
(see (A 4)).

Using the same notation as in (B 11) we may rewrite (B 21) as
I"lTp L[2
L/2
oo
1
2rr
<J(O). j(o+ )5 - - f d~ ~ d~-~,2 I drr~ S d cos o I d~
2 -z/2 -L/2
o
o
0
Fa(2kT//)l/' ymr ~ a' cos ®]
x L ~-~m-~-fl-/~
_ exp (-r2).
(n 24)

Performing the integrals over r, 19 and ~ we obtain

(J(0). j(0 +
-

)>

- -8

ma I d a
-L/2

~ dflo?(l+(m/2I)(az+fi~)) -~12.

-L/2

(B25)

As before we transform from the variables a, fl to u, ~. Making use of the fact
that ~ and fl are interchangeable (B 25) can be rewritten as :

<j(0). j ( o + ) > -

~rgl]2pL2(a~_=====__T)l]2(21kT)T

4

x ~ 4 [ 2(1+ ~1/~
)cos
1 /c°s~
2 ~~b-

~(l+l/rc°s2ck)sI2+~] d~"

(B26)

Hence the following expression results for 1/~-~ (B 2) :
1/ra = -~lrl/2 p*r ~14[2(l+l/rc°sZ~b)ll2-~(l+l/'rc°s2~)sl2+~]
d
r~ cos ~ ~b '
!

(B27)

In particular for r( = 8I/mL ~) = ~ :
1/r a = 0.5864209p*

(B 28)
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or

(B 29)

ra=l'70526/p*.

(3) Rotational energy autocorrelation function
The derivation of the Enskog expressions for the rotational energy ACF
follows the same steps as the ones presented above. The actual evaluation is,
however, somewhat more tedious and we will therefore only quote the results.
1/r e is defined in (B 3) :
1~re= lim ((ER(0)--(eR))ER(3))

~o+
where ER =

<E2_ <~>~

(B3)

'

J~/2I and
<e!a> =kT.

(B 30)

We obtain the following relation between % and the density p* :

1 / ~ = ~ p** So

(cos~¢+sin'

¢)

2(1 + l / r

cos 2

-r2 COS4 ¢

8(1 + .1/*cos~C°S~¢¢ ) ~ ~ ( 1 + 1/. cos~
2
--(1

+ . c~s2 ¢

¢)~/~-~}

+ 1/r cos ~ ¢)112- .~(1 + 1/r cos 2 ¢)a12 + ~} J de,

(B 31)

where, as before, r = 8I/mL 2. For uniform rods (r = I)
1/% = 0"7486168p*

(B 32)

% = 1.335767/p*.

(B 33)

or
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